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Abstract
Converting waste into a product similar to the original one or into another useful product is to save energy, protect
natural resources, and bring back to the production cycle what was discarded. In that direction, new polyurethane-based
composites have been developed by incorporating 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% PVC conduit discarded by the construction
industry. The objective of this study was to investigate the interaction between the phases of waste incorporation and the
effect upon the new material properties. The samples were produced by the polycondensation process. Microstructural
analysis revealed a reduction in pore size across the polymer matrix. However, there were no changes in thermal
insulation, water absorption, compressive strength, and burning rate tests and in the thermogravimetric analysis and
differential scanning calorimetry. The results from this study showed that the replacement of raw material by waste
did not affect its properties.
Keywords: conduit, insulation, polyurethane, residue, thermal.

1. Introduction
The supply chain of the construction industry is responsible
for many positive impacts on the built environment, given
that it enables the implementation of urban infrastructure
and provides quality of life for its inhabitants. However,
it consumes a significant amount of natural resources and
generates tons of waste each year[1-4].
Construction waste consists of various types of
materials, such as concrete, mortar, wood, and plastic,
accounting for about 60% of the entire residue collected
each year in Brazil. In general, these materials are used for
embankment, which can cause solubilization or leaching
of certain harmful substances present in these materials.
Furthermore, Mancini et al.[2,5-7] claims that plastics have
low biodegradability and occupy a large amount of space,
decreasing the useful life of landfill areas. The effects
of degradation can appear after 20-30 years[5,8]. Building
companies are improving their construction techniques
and optimizing proper waste disposal to meet the current
Brazilian legislation (CONAMA Resolution No. 307)[9].
The environmental impact of building materials can be
reduced signicantly by increasing the amount of recycled
materials.
Polyvinyl chloride is a thermoplastic polymer widely
used in construction works as electrical conduit pipes. PVC
conduit can be embedded, buried, or apparent, typically used
in electrical installations for buildings, with a rated voltage
not exceeding 1000 V for alternating current, and frequency
below 400 Hz, or 1500 V for direct current. The conduit
function is to protect and route electrical wiring in a building
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structure. It should withstand temperatures from -5 °C to 60 °C
for 24 hours without showing any deformity, not allowing
the passage of electric current above 100 mA. PVC conduit
was chosen as the focus of this research because the main
properties of the material encompass thermal insulation, low
flammability, and self‑extinguishing flame[6,10-12].
Polyurethane is a thermoplastic polymer often used
in construction works due to its excellent performance as
thermal and acoustic insulation[7,8,13-17]. The physico-chemical
properties of polyurethane are important for that purpose[5].
The material has suitable mechanical strength to be used as
thermal insulation in applications such as precast insulated
sandwich wall panels, in ceiling lining or floors, and inside
wood frame walls[18-21]. Singh[8], however, warns that this
is not suitable for surface coating and interior finishes in
buildings because it is not resistant to fire. The ignition of
polyurethane foams includes all gas-phase processes that
occur between the fuel production step and the occurrence
of a visible hot flame. The ignition of polyurethane foams
occurs by the interdiffusion of the flammable gases with air.
The basic physical and chemical aspects of gas-phase ignition
reactions have been studied by several researchers[7,8,22].
Thus, the introduction of flame retardants is required in those
situations[7,8,16,23]. Flame retardants are intended to inhibit or
stop the polymer combustion process. Depending on their
nature, they can act physically (by cooling, forming a dilution
layer or fuel protection) or chemically (gas or condensed
phase reaction). They can interfere with different processes
involved in the polymer combustion (heating, pyrolysis,
ignition, and propagation of thermal degradation)[13,16,23].
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There is a large number of flame-retardant additives,
which are divided into halogenated and non-halogenated
compounds[3,13,16,23-28]. The halogenated flame retardants are
more efficient than the non-halogenated composites, although
they are more toxic during the burning process[23,26,27].
Halogenated flame retardants are organic compounds
containing chlorine or bromine (or fluorine, or iodine). When
they decompose, they interfere with the combustion process,
both in the gaseous combustion and in the condensed phase.
However, fluorine- and iodine-based retardants are not
commonly used because none of them interferes with the
exact point of ignition of the combustion process[22,23,25,26].
In 2013, a tragedy of epic proportions was reported in
the national and international media: the Kiss nightclub fire
in the southern Brazilian city of Santa Maria[29]. This was not
an isolated case, though. In 2003, there was a deadly Rhode
Island nightclub fire in the United States as well. Several
security failures were decisive for the former event, but it
should be noted that polyurethane foam used for acoustic
insulation has high flammability properties.
Flame retardants for polyurethane are generally
utilized to retard ignition timing and reduce the burning
rate and smoke formation. The type of flame retardant for
PU depends on the application and rules that govern that
application. Halogenated flame retardants are commonly
used for rigid foams, and include tetrabromophthalic

anhydride, aliphatic chlorine, tetrabromophthalate, and
2,3-dibromo-2-butene-1,4-diol[16,25,30].
For that purpose, a polyurethane composite was
developed with the incorporation of polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) of flexible conduit residues[31] from the construction
industry. PVC was incorporated into the foam components
by simple mechanical mixing at the compounding stage.
This is still a relatively unexplored method, and this study
is intended to contribute to analyze PVC compatibility
with PU[32-40]. This paper presents an analysis of the conduit
residue (PVC) incorporation into polyurethane to obtain
plates, in order to investigate whether this material presents
flammability reduction and improvement of thermal and
mechanical properties.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Preparation of the composites PU/PVC
Formulated polyether polyol, and toluene diisocyanate
reagents were purchased from Arinos company (Arinos
Química, São Paulo, Brazil) to manufacture the composite.
All reagents were used as received, and safety guidelines
were followed.
Figure 1 exhibits a package of PVC conduit in yellow
as marketed (Figure 1A). PVC conduit installation during
construction generates residual cuts that are usually discarded.
After collection, the residues were washed, dried in an oven

Figure 1. (A) Flexible PVC conduit; (B) pieces of conduit cuts; (C) pieces for grinding; (D) triturated conduit and sieves for particle size
classification; (E) conduit powder with particle size less than 1.18 mm.
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at 40 °C for 48 hours, and ground in a blender (Figure 1B)
and classified by particle size (Figure 1C). A number 16
ASTM stainless steel sieve was used for the classification
of grain sizes. The material used for the production of
composites presented particle sizes passing a 1.18 mm sieve
(Figure 1D) and Mw 108.511 (Mw/Mn 2.233).
Molecular mass distribution of the PU and PVC was
estimated by size exclusion chromatography (SEC), using
a GPC Viscotek VE2001 with an ultraviolet detector at the
wavelength of 280 nm and bimodal exclusion columns
PVDF. Samples weight was 0.01-0.02 g and tetrahydrofuran
was used as an eluent. The calibration of columns was
carried out with a polystyrene standard of the Mw 30,000
and polydispersity Mw/Mn 1.0. The model polyurethane
used as a standard was synthesized from the same polyether
polyol and the same toluene diisocyanate (component molar
ratio was 1:1.1, Table 1).
Specimens with a mass percentage of 5%, 10%, 15%,
and 20% of PVC waste were prepared to substitute for
polyurethane (polyol and isocyanate) with a total mass of
12.85 g. PVC was incorporated into the foam components
by simple mechanical mixing at the compounding stage.
Table 1 shows the mass of the reagents used in each test.
The composites were obtained by mixing conduit
residues (PVC) to formulated polyether polyol, and adding
toluene diisocyanate. The mixture was stirred for 0.5 min
and poured into a mold 0.05 m in diameter and 0.1 m height,
cut in half vertically to facilitate demolding. A lid 0.05 m in
diameter was used to close the molds. The specimens were
demolded after 24 hours[38,41,42].
The curing time consisted in the reaction between hydroxyl
(formulated polyether polyol) and isocyanate groups (isocyanate
polymer), leading to the formation of a polymeric matrix

(Mw 278 and Mw/Mn 1.133). The chemical reaction that
occurs between isocyanate and polyol forms a chemical bond
by urethane links (-O-CO-NH-), which forms polyurethane
because of polycondensation[14,43,44]. Isocyanate worked as a
crosslinking agent, promoting solidification of the mixture,
thus the proportions of the reactants were maintained for all
composites[21,22]. Immediately after adding the curing agent,
the mixture viscosity was suitable for being poured into the
molds. The incorporation of the conduit residue occurred in
different proportions with mass reduction of the reagents at
baseline, being incorporated into PU.
Figure 2 shows the PU/PVC composites with 5%,
10%, 15%, and 20% conduit. They had a uniform surface,
good visual appearance, and showed no deformation after
demolding.

2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The micrographs of PU and PU/PVC plates were
obtained by scanning electron microscopy using a JEOL
JSM-6390LV device, at a voltage of 15 kV, and the samples
were fractured in liquid nitrogen.

2.3 Water resistance test
The procedure followed the gravimetric method
recommended by the Standard Test Method for Water
Absorption of Plastics D 570-98[45].
Initially, the samples were oven-dried at 50 °C for
24 hours. The dry material was weighed on a digital scale
(Shimadzu BL-3200H) with a precision of 0.01 g. Then, the
samples were immersed in a distilled-water bath at 25 °C
for 24 hours. After that, they were removed and dried with
paper towels and weighed again. The water absorption rate
was obtained by the following formula:

Table 1. Amounts of raw materials for the production of PU =
A
specimens and PU/PVC composites with 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%
of PVC from conduit residues.
Poliol (g)
PU
PU/5PVC
PU/10PVC
PU/15PVC
PU/20PVC

6.12
5.85
5.50
5.20
4.90

Toluene
diisocyanate
(g)
6.73
6.39
6.06
5.72
5.39

PVC residues
(g)
0.64
1.29
1.93
2.56

Msat − Ms
×100
Ms

(1)

where: A: Water absorption (%); Msat: Mass of saturated
sample (g); Ms: Mass of dry sample (g).

2.4 Thermal insulation
The insulation test consisted of a qualitative evaluation
for comparison of heating curves between the PU and the
developed materials. A specimen made from the composite
containing an internal cavity was developed to perform the
assay. This apparatus allowed placing a beaker inside with
10 ml of previously cooled water, as shown in Figure 3.
A heating curve for water was then provided by using a
digital thermometer (Hanna HL2221) at 10-minute time
intervals, up to a maximum time of 60 minutes.

2.5 Mechanical compression strength

Figure 2. PU/PVC composites with 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%
conduit.
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Mechanical compressive strength tests followed the
requirements of ASTM D695-15[47]. The mechanical
tests were carried out by compressing 5 kN load cell in a
universal testing equipment (EMIC DL-30000), according
to the requirements of ASTM D-63890. In these tests, the
specimens were subjected to pressure increments until the
plastic deformation occurred, at room temperature.
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Figure 3. Tests run and molds used. Source: Tudo Sobre
Plasticos[46].

2.6 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
The analysis of differential scanning calorimetry was
performed by using the Q2000 Thermal Analyst Instruments,
Universal (TA Instruments). The temperature of the samples
ranged from -50 °C to 150 °C, with heating-cooling rate of
5 °C min-1 under nitrogen atmosphere.

2.7 Thermogravimetry
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of samples was
performed under nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of
10 °C/min within a temperature range of 20 °C to 900 °C,
using a TGA Q5000 (TA Instruments) device.

2.8 Burning rate
Tests to measuring the burning characteristics followed
the requirements of NBR 9178:2015[48] and ASTM D3801.
Five samples of the composite measuring 102 mm in
width × 356 mm in length × 13 mm in thickness were used
for the tests. Each sample was placed in contact with the
flame, and measurements were made of the time it took
for the material to combust, and the distance traveled by
the flame along the board. Figure 4 shows a schemating
drawing of the test.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis made it
possible to evaluate the effect of incorporating conduit residues
into the morphology of polyurethane foam. Figure 5 shows
images of PU (5A and 5B) and images of PU containing
20% conduit residue (5C and 5D). There is no certified or
standard micrograph for PU foams, given that they vary
with the type and percentage of their components[3,4,27,28,31,49].
Therefore, the PU sample used as reference was prepared
under the same conditions of the composite.
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Figure 4. Schematic drawing for polyurethane combustion test.

Figure 5 images show that cryogenically fractured
surfaces exhibited a closed-cell structure, probably due to
the type of cross-link during the polymerization reaction,
which helps reduce cell disruption during the expansion
process. Both the PU (Figure 5A and 5B) and the PU/PVC
composite (Figure 5C and 5D) had an approximately
spherical shape. There was a PVC dispersion in PU,
and the interaction between the polymers occured at the
interfacial level. There were hard PVC particles in the PU
foam, which led to foam contraction[31,49]. Cell growth was
hampered by the incorporation of the conduit as it can be
seen by comparing 5A (PU) with 5C (PU/PVC), at a 15‑fold
magnification, and 5B (PU) with 5D (PU/PVC), at a 30-fold
magnification. PU cells have a diameter of about 0.800 mm
(Figure 5A), whereas PU/20PVC composite cells (Figure 5C)
have a diameter of about 0.300 mm, corresponding to an
approximately 2.5-fold reduction. PU has cell size around
0.800 mm (5A), whereas in the image 5C there are up to
three cells in 0.800 mm. The embedded PVC presented a
maximum size of 1.18 mm, and the size reduction of PU
foam cells was higher in the composite containing 20% PVC.
There was good adhesion between PU and PVC resulting
from intermolecular interactions between Cl groups (PVC)
and N-H groups (PU)[50], given that PU foam was observed
in PVC particle on the fracture surface, as circled in
Figures 5C and 5D. Another indication of this interaction is
that the images were obtained from the fracture surface, and
there were no signs that the conduit was pulled out of the
matrix at the time of the fracture. In fact, this homogeneity
between conduit and matrix is essential for mechanical
reinforcement[51].
The presence of predominantly closed-cell structures
prevented moisture absorption, blocked the passage of gases
and vapors, and did not communicate with the external
environment. These are important characteristics for materials
to be used as thermal insulation[52,53]. This behavior was
maintained for all prepared PU/PVC composites, regardless
of the percentage of conduit residues (PVC) incorporated
into PU.
Polímeros, 27(2), 141-150, 2017
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Figure 5. SEM micrographs of freeze-fractured surfaces of PU (A and B) and PU with 20% conduit residue (C and D), at 15-fold (A and C)
and 30-fold magnification (B and D), respectively.

3.2 Water Resistance Test
This test was intended to determine the percentage of
water absorbed by the material when subjected to immersion.
After weighing each specimen, water absorption percentage
was obtained for each composite in the different conduit
percentages, as shown in Table 2.
Considering that PU and composites presented
predominantly closed-cell structures, as shown in the
microstructure analysis, there was no significant variation in
water absorption between the samples. Most study samples
showed about 13% water absorption in the immersion test.
Then, when hold in environmental condition, they lost the
absorbed water and returned to the original mass within
6 days, thereby not accumulating moisture. These results
indicate that the material keeps its integrity even in contact
with water[5,6].

3.3 Thermal insulation
Figure 6 shows the results of the mass heating curve of
water thermally isolated in PU and PU/PVC composites.
Figure 6 shows that all samples had the same thermal
behavior, i.e., the incorporation of PVC residues did not
alter the profile of the heating curve already shown by the
PU apparatus. The temperature change rate for the mass
of water was approximately 0.18 °C/min for all samples in
Figure 6. Therefore, the incorporation of conduit residues
in the percentage indicated in this study did not hamper
the product’s performance related to thermal insulation as
already shown by PU.
Polímeros, 27(2), 141-150, 2017

Table 2. Average immersion test results for PU and PU-conduit
composites (PU/PVC).
Sample
PU
PU/5PVC
PU/10PVC
PU/15PVC
PU/20PVC

Water absorption percentage
(%)
13.12 (0.18)
11.86 (0.22)
13.31 (0.17)
13.27 (0.18)
13.71 (0.19)

( ) standard deviation

These results confirm those from the microstructural
analysis that identified the existence of closed-cell structures
in the composites[3,4,27,28,31,49]. The existence of closed cells in
the composite is particularly important for materials to be
used as thermal insulation, given that conductivity occurs
by radiation, which is hampered regardless of the cellular
size[20]. These facts may explain the similar scores found
for the heating curves of thermal-insulated water mass.

3.4 Mechanical compressive strength
The effect of PVC on the compressive strength of
the PU/PVC composites was studied. Figure 7 shows the
compressive strength-deformation profile for the specimens
of PU and PU/PVC composites.
The composites studied had an increase in the elasticity
modulus and maximum strength as compared to the PU matrix.
These behaviors are due to the optimal level of compatibility
reached between the components, which indicates that PVC
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As it can be seen in Figure 7, the material is elastic in
the initial stage of load application. This feature is important
because the composite with elastic characteristics makes it
difficult for the membrane of closed cells to break, which
is vital for thermal insulation. Otherwise, air expansion
within cell structures, for example, could facilitate thermal
radiation[20].

3.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Figure 8 shows the thermograms obtained for PU
plate and PU/PVC composite with 15% conduit residue.
The curves for all blends show similar profile.

Figure 6. Profile of temperature variations of PU/PVC composites
with 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% conduit and pure PU.

Tg and Tm scores were similar for both PU plate and
PU/PVC composite. For the PU, Tg was observed at -9.89 °C
and Tm at 104.43 °C. Tg and Tm scores of the PU/PVC
blend were similar to the PU component alone, since the
interaction occurs at the interfacial level.

3.6 Thermogravimetry
Figure 9 shows the TGA results for PU, PVC and
PU/20PVC composite developed in this study. Degradation
curves occurred in all samples at a temperature range between
20 °C and 900 °C. The heating rate was 10 °C/min with
nitrogen atmosphere.
For the PU sample, mass loss began at 293.40 °C.
At 325.00 °C, the mass loss was 45.43%, and complete
degradation occurred at 770 °C. The first and second PU
decomposition steps correspond to urethane bond-breaking
and polyol decomposition, respectively[8,39,50,51].

Figure 7. Compressive strength-deformation profile for the
specimens of PU/PVC composites.

has contributed to the mechanical reinforcement of PU/PVC
composites, because PVC presented a uniform distribution
in the PU matrix, as well as good interfacial interaction
between the polymers[31,49]. The addition of PVC to the PU
matrix causes two opposite intermolecular effects. Firstly,
it reduces hydrogen interactions in the PU matrix, leading
to a reduction in the mechanical properties of the material.
Secondly, the intermolecular interactions between the Cl
groups (PVC) and NH groups (PU) led to an increase in
the mechanical properties. The second effect prevailed,
leading to a slight increase in the mechanical properties of
the material. These results confirm what was observed in
microscopy studies, since it shows good adhesion between
the PVC and the PU matrix.
It is worth mentioning that the strength-deformation curves
for the composites showed elastic and plastic characteristics
regardless of the conduit percentage added to the PU matrix.
The elastic and plastic deformations are attributed to the
presence of polyurethane, wherein PU/PVC composites
were less elastic and had higher maximum strength scores
as compared to those of PU.
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Dehydrochlorination of PVC starts at the temperature
the 32.87 °C, HCl is released from the polymer backbone
in sequential stages, to yield long, conjugated polyenes.
At the temperature of 52.31 °C, there was a PVC mass loss
of 57.68%, and at a temperature of 208.13 °C, mass loss was
87.49%[33,35,39], completing the decomposition around 300 °C.
For the PU/PVC composite with 20% conduit residue,
degradation also occurred in two stages. The degradation
started at 22.5 °C and then a decrease in the values of
degradation temperatures occurred, which can be attributed
to the PU/PVC interface. Dehydrochlorination occurred
mainly in the first stage of degradation and began at a lower
temperature than that observed for PVC. HCl formation
may have been catalyzed by PU amino groups[33,35,39,50]. At a
temperature of 48.39 °C, there was a 51.39% loss of the total
mass of the sample, which means that urethane bond-breaking
also occurred at a lower temperature than that observed for
the PU. There were two effects on the temperature scores
for the composite degradation. The first effect consisted of
the partial destruction of PU hydrogen bonds caused by the
addition of PVC in the PU matrix. Thus, the temperature
score for the PU degradation decreases by increasing the
PVC content. The second effect is that the increase in the
PVC content causes greater interaction between the Cl
groups and NH groups, leading to catalyze C-Cl and C-NH
bond breaking at lower temperatures. The results indicate
that these effects led to decrease the degradation scores
for the PU/PVC composite. Degradation of the composite
samples was completed at 300 °C, whereas for the PU it
occurred at 770 °C.
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The interaction between polymers can influence the
ignition and burning rate of the materials, given that HCl
formation at a temperature lower than that of the PU
decomposition act as a retardant in the gaseous phase of
the composite burning. For that purpose, a vertical burning
rate test was performed, which is designed for a diagnosis
of real burning conditions.

3.7 Burning rate
Figure 8. DSC thermogram for PU plate and PU/PVC composite
with 15% conduit residue.

Figure 9. TGA spectrum for PU, PVC and PU/PVC composite
with 20% conduit residue.

The composites under study were assessed according to
the NBR 9178:2015[48] that regulates flexible polyurethane
foam testing to determine burning characteristics and
investigate the effect of conduit residue incorporation into
the PU matrix. According to the NBR 9178:2015[48] and
ASTM D3801[54], by comparing the burning times of the
two composites it is possible to estimate burning speed
and burning length, i.e., the distance traveled by the flame
along the board.
Figure 10 exhibits a sequence of images (A-F) for the
PU/20PVC composite burning, where (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 5 s,
(D) 6 s and (F) 7 s from the start of the burn.
In the burning test for PU plate, ignition was followed
by self-sustained combustion, with complete burning of the
specimen in 7 s, that is, the burning rate was 50.9 mm/s[13,54,55].
Figure 10 (A-F) exhibits the PU/20PVC composite burning
test; the other samples showed similar behavior to the
PU/20PVC. There was immediate ignition and complete
burning of the specimens in the time range between 3 s and
8 s; thus, the burning rate ranged from 44.5 to 118.7 mm/s[56].

Figure 10. Burning test for the PU/20PVC composite, where (A) 2 s, (B) 4 s, (C) 5 s, (D) 6 s and (F) 7 s from the start of the burn.
Polímeros, 27(2), 141-150, 2017
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The presence of PVC in the composite did not slow the
burning rate.
According Vilar[57], when polyurethane foam is burned in
the open air, a complete combustion occurs, forming carbon
dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and water (H2O).
However, in a closed environment, such as in buildings, the
effect of burning becomes even more dangerous because of
the drop in atmospheric oxygen, which leads to an incomplete
combustion and creates poisonous carbon monoxide (CO),
in addition to producing hydrogen cyanide (HCN), also
known as hydrocyanic acid or cyanide gas[26,58].
It is widely accepted that PVC dehydrochlorination
involves a gradual reaction between chlorine and hydrogen
atom neighbors in the polymer chain, comprising a double
bond between the carbon atoms in positions in which the
two atoms were originally connected, forming a structure of
allylic chlorine with another chlorine atom of the polymer
chain[11,33,35,39]. Complete combustion leads to the formation
of hydrochloric acid, carbon dioxide and water.
The addition of PVC residues to polyurethane does not
act as a flame retardant on the composite. Therefore, to meet
the requirements of the NBR 9178:2015[48], a flame-retardant
additive should be included in the formulation[11,51].
According to the NBR 9178:2015[48], flame-retardant
additives must be added to coatings, such as polyurethane, for
greater security of the environment and emergency evacuation.
The use of polyurethane in the construction industry is regulated
by national norms, such as ABNT NBR 9178:2015[48], ABNT
NBR ISO 15366-2:2006[59], ABNT NBR ISO 31000:2009[60],
ABNT NBR ISO 14001:2004[61], and by international
regulations, among which the Polyurethane Products in
Fires: Acute Toxicity of Smoke and Fire Gases[62], Fire
Safety Guidance: Working with Polyurethane Foam Products
During New Construction Retrofit and Repair (AX-426)[63]
and Model Building Code Fire Performance Requirements
(AX-265)[64].

4. Conclusions
This work presented an alternative to the use of conduit
residue from the construction industry to produce a new
material for thermal insulation. The composites were prepared
by simple mixture in polyol and then polymerized, leading to
materials that had thermal insulation behavior similar to that
of PU. SEM images of the material exhibited a closed-cell
structure, which revealed the thermal insulation property
exhibited by the composites and explained water absorption
with little variation between the samples. The composites
presented elastic and plastic characteristics regardless of
the percentage of conduit residues added to the PU matrix,
but with enough mechanical strength to be used as thermal
insulation. In the DSC thermograms, PU characteristics were
predominant, whereas the Tg and Tm scores were similar for
the PU/PVC composites. Findings from this study revealed
that the addition of PVC (conduit) residues to polyurethane
did not provide flame retardant properties to the composites
as assessed by NBR 9178: 2015. Therefore, a flame-retardant
additive must be included in the formulation to meet the
requirements of the NBR 9178: 2015[48].
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